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SUMMARY

This is an experimental project to make detailed meazurements of the particle pressures

generated in fluidized beds. The focus lies in two principle axeas: (1) the particle

pressure distribution around single bubbles rising in a two-dimensional gas-fluidized bed

and (2) the particle pressures measured in liquid-fluidized beds.

This first year has largely been to constructing the experiments. The design of the

particle pressure probe has been improved and tested. A two-dimensional gas-fluidized

bed has been constructed in order to measure the particle pressure generated around

injected bubbles. The probe is also being adapted to work in a [iquid fluidized bed.

Finally, a two-dimensional liquid fluidized bed is also under construction.

Preliminary measurements show that the majority of the particle pressures are

generated in the wake of a bubble. However, the particle pressures generated in the

liquid bed appear to be extremely small.

Finally, while not directly associated with the particle pressure studies, some NEtL$C

supercomputer time was granted alongside this project. This is being used to make large

scale computer simulation of the flow of granula.r materials in hoppers.
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1.0INTRODUCTION

The particle pressure may be thought of as the force per unit area exerted by the

particulate phase of a multiphase mixture and, as such, reflects the total momentum

_r_eport that can be attributed to the motion of particles and their interactions. It has

a direct analog in the kinetic theory of gases in which the pressure acting on a surface is

visualized as a result of the impacts of molecules. The same picture can be applied to

particle-fluid situations with the particles taking the place of molecules. The only

difference between the two cases is that solid particles may, in addition to short-

duration collisional impacts, transmit a force via long duration contacts. (E.g. the

weight of a p,xrticle, or an assembly of particles, resting on a surface).

The difficulty in measuring the particle pressttre is that the total pressure exerted

on a surface - the pressure that would be measured with a standard flush mounted

pressure transducer- is the sum of the particle pressure and the pressure exerted by the

fluid that resides in the interstices between the particles. Furthermore, in many cases -

for example, fluidized beds or slurry flows - in which the motion is driven by fluid

pressure - the particle pressure may be a small fraction of the totM. Conceptually, such

a measurement is not complicated, nor is the measurement terribly difficult. Essentially

ai1 one has to do is measure the total force acting on a surface and then let that fraction

due to the fluid pressure balance itself out. An e=_.ller paper, Campbell & Wang (1990)

described a very simple trazasducer for this purpose. That probe, consisted of a solid

diaphragln flush mounted into the wall. Small holes on either side of the diaphragm

admit fluid, but no particles into a chamber behind the diaphragm. The faz.e of the

diaphragm experiences the total pressure exerted by l_0,th the p_ticles an,i the fluid,

while the rear experiences only fluid forces. Thus, the _Letdeflection of the diaphragm

reflects the contribution of the particle forces only. That probe has been used to make

the particle pressure measurements on the vertical side walls of gas-fluidized beds that

were presented in Campbell & Wang (1991) ('although it could be used in many othc.r

flow situations).

Campbell & Wang (1991) showed that the particle pressures in gas-fluidized beds

were largely generated by the passage of bubbles. In particular, they showed that the

average particle pressure exerted on the side walls scaled with the average size of the

bubble. This immediately brings to mind two questions: (1) what is it about bubbles

that leads to particle pressure generations and (2) would there be measurable particle



pressures in liquid-fluidized beds which, while unstable, do not bubble? This project is

largely aimed at answering these two questions.

The current project is designed to extend the work of Campbell & Wang (1991) to

further clarify the multiphase flow mechanics that lead to particle pressure generation.

The first step was to improve the particle pressure transducer which has resulted in a

pubkication, Campbell & Rahman (1992). The first section of the re_:_rt describes that

work and is largely a reprise of the paper. The following two sections describe

preliminary measurements in gas and liquid fluidized beds. The last describes some

computer simulation studies of the flow of granular" material in hoppers that is being

partially supported using supercomputer time granted as along with this project.



2.0IMPROVED PARTICLE PRESSURE TRAN_UCER

CampbeU & Wa_g (1990) showed that th_:iwa_ room for improvement in the
• _,_'!_....

dynamic response of that probe to .fast chang_::i!_m the local fired a_.d/or paxtlcle

pressures.The problems arose largely because, tt_!:_ay_amlcally, the probe acted _ the
equivMent of an RC circuit in the way that it _Mizes the fluid pressure across the

diaphragm. Ideally, the fluid pres,,;ure behind the,!'ii_aphragm'- should exactly match the

fluid pressure outside. PracticMl.y, equalizing _ pressures requires th.,_t a small
quantityoffluidbe passedfrom thetestregion_::,thefrontofthediaphragm,through

thesmallpassages,tothecavityattherearofth_aphragrn. The voltuneofthecavity

determinesthequantityofgaswhichmust be m_ and isthesourceoftheapparent

capacitance of the system. The resistance is app_ed by the small channels throughwhich thefluidmust move betweeathecavityarz_:.i:itheoutside.Now, an RC circuithas

two effectson thesignal. Overall, it _ts as a lowness filter; for high frequency pressure
signals, the pressure behind the diaphragm simpl_i,:_does not have time to equalize with

theapplied pressure. As a result, the probe may _.w some response to rapid changes in

air pressuxe, even in the absence of particles. Butiil;:_ren at lower frequencies, it will t',tke
{

some time for the pressures to equ...._ze, resulting _:i"_,response that is phase shifted with
respectto theappliedsignal.Campbell& Wang _!_990)usedan audiospeakerattached

toa signal generator to apply an oscillating pre_s_ .... signal to their probe a_,d were able

to demonstrateboth of thesefeature_.Nonethe_, a longtimeaverageof thesignal

will yield the average displacement of the diap_ so that neither of these problems

_'fffectthe time averaged results presented by C__tmll & Wang (1991).
ii:ii;!,!:

The probe described below ,,';.rtuMly elimia_ these problems by reducing both

the resistance and capacitance of _;_esystem. .:!i,!;:.i?::

2.1 NEW TRANSDUCER DESIGN '...........

A schematic of the improved transducer is/;show_ schematically in Figtu'e 2.1.1.

Here, the solid diaphragm of the probe descri e by Campben & Wang (1990) is

replaced by a screen. As the scr_n has orders c_fmagnitude more area than the sma_U

holes that surrounded the diaphragm of the old p_be, the resistance to fluid motionis
., ' ,

dramatically reduced. At the sa_e time, the capacitance of the probe is minimized by

making the cavity behind the diaphragm as sm_=:_ possible. (There is really no need

,:.
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FiN 2.1.1: }iiAschematic of the new particle pressure transducer.

thz_t the ca_ be much thicker than the full range displa£ement of the diaphrssm. In

the current p_obe, the maximum measurable c_aphragm motion is 0.13mm (0._5 in.)

and the cavil t is cut to the same depth.)

There _ however, another reason why the cavity shoul4 be kept as m_row a_

possible. If t _ is to be flow past the probe, _here will generally be a fluid prmsure

gradient alo_'_ the surface of the diaphrasm. Such pressure gradients can be very Large;
for ex_mple, i.:h_a fluidized bed, the pressure drop is approximately the weight per unit

area of the section of particle bed, outside the probe, Under such conditions, the fluid

might find iti_easier to pass through the screen, travel through the particle-_ree cavity
,_.

behind the diaphragm, and exit through the other sine, rather than make the tortuous

journey _hr0_gh the particle bed. This would alter the fluid flow pattern in the

immediate vi_ty of the screen a_d may bias the particle pressure measurement,, Just

such a prob_ was noted with the old probe. Originally, the solid diaphragm was



surrounded by a ring of fluid passage ports that permitted a flow behind the diaphragm,

but, eventually, all the holes were covered except for two located on diametrically

opposite sides. The probe was then placed in the wall so that the diameter connecting

the two ports was perpendicular" to the external pressure gradient. Thus, there could be

no mean pressure difference between the ports and no net flow behind the diaphragm.

This change had a demonstrable effect on the measured pressures. In the original

configuration, a maximum was observed in the average particle pressure at moderate

fluidizing gas velocities which disappeared once all but the two fluid passage ports had

been blocked. Making the cavity behind the diaphragm as na_'row as possible, not only

minimizes the capacitance, it maximizes the pressure drop that a fluid will experience

when passing behind the diaphragm, making such a passage less attractive to the fluid.

This appears to work as the particle pressure maximum, referred to above, is absent

from the measurements taken with the new probe. Further improvements might be had

by reducing the diameter of the diaphragm as much as possible so as to minimize the

fluid pressure difference across the probe.

The construction of the probe should be quite evident from Figure 2.1.1. The

screen that forms the diaphragm is tensioned and attached to a stainless steel ring by a

spotwelding. We have built several versions of the probe with various diaphragm

diameters; the one used in the test., presented at the end of this paper had a 12.7mm (½

inch) diameter. The displacement of the diaphragm is measured by a MTI Accumeasure

probe with a 0-0.13mm range that determines the displacement of the diaphragm by

sensing the capacitance across the air gap between the probe and the diaphragm. Of

course, the displacement could al_ be measured by mounting strain gauges or any other

means, but this eeemed to be the easiest scheme for us to implement.

The composition of the screen turned out to be very important to the success of

this design. The first attempt to build this probe used a standard woven wire screen.

But we found that spotwelding the screen to the ring broke many of the wires and the

diaphragm could not retain sufficient tension. We then tried various designs that

tensioned the screen like a banjo or drum head. There, the screen was attached to a

outer metal ring which held the screen tightly over an inner _tone ring." Screws

attached to the outer ring allowed the tension of the screen to be varied in much the

same way as a drumhead is tuned. This design was also discarded as it showed a small

nonlinear response, which, we were able to attribute to slipping of the screen over the

tone ring. Eventually we abandoned the idea of using a woven screen altogether.



Instead, we discovered that one could obtain stainless steel sheets, into which an

extremely uniform pattern of circular holes had been etched by a manner akin to the

manufacture of printed circuit boards. The screen we used in the current probe is

manufactured by Buckbee-Mears Precision Etched Products Group (model #2-2-8). The

holes are approximately 70tam in diameter and are arranged in a bexagonal pattern on a

.05mm (.002in) thick sheet. Because the screen is etched from a continuous sheet,

spotwelding cannot cause enough structural damage (such as breaking the wires that

make up a woven screen) to ma_e the screen unable to sustain tension. This allowed us

to return to our original, and extremely simple, design which was shown in Figure 2.1.1.

Problems might arise in using this design in situations that contain fines that are

small enough to pass through the screen that serves as the diaphragm. If enough

particles leak through, they can fill the gap behind the diaph,.agra and restrict its

motion. This could be a large problem for test materials that either have a wide size

distribution or have been subject to sufficiently violent handling to cause a significant

amount of particle attrition. In such a case, the probe would have to be disassembled

and cleaned unless some other provision is made (such as a port allowing the gap to be

vacuumed clean). How often such cleaning is required depends on the material type and
the flow conditions.

Dynamically, the probe behaves as a simple diaphragm responding to the pressure

difference between the interior and exterior. If both pressures are applied by the fluid

only, the two should balance and there should, ideally, be no response. However, as

mentioned previously, it will take some time for the pressure behind the diaphragm to

balance that outside; the probe is the hydrodynamic equivalent of an RC circuit, where

the resistance is the pressure drop needed to force the required flow nx:ross the screen

and the capacitance is related to the vokune of the cavity behind the screen, which

determines the amount of fluid which must be moved. Any dynamically interesting
_

response must be induced by this "P_C"circuit. The new probe was tested in the same

audio speaker apparatus used by Campbell and Wang (1990), which appli_ an

oscillating air pressure to the probe. However, with the new design, the matching of the

fluid pressures across the diaphragm occurs so quickly_ that we were unable to detect

any response of the probe to the applied pressure signal at any frequency tested (up to

1000Hz). We conclude flat this new design has eliminated the resistance and

capacitance problems associated with the old probe.
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Figure 2.2.1: Comparison between the measurements of the old and hnproved probes.
The results repr_t the average particle pressure measurements exerted on the
sidewalls of a gas-fi_dized bed. These data were taken in a 12.7 x 12.7cm square bed of
0.5Lure glassbeads. iii:

2.2 AI:tC'ItN-"rYPIC"_ PARTI__Jg PR._SURE __S

,_

Figure 2.2.1 sh_'wsa typical plot of time-averaged particle pressure measured in the

side wall of a gas-_tzidized bed. The measurements with the new probe are compared

against nearly iden_cal measurements made with the old probe. The plot also shows the
': !!! :

gas pressure drop _tween t.L.etop and bottom of the bed. These p_rticular results were.... j

taken with the pro_ positioned 15.2cm from the _istributor for a test bed composed of
0.5Ii1_ glass_ds;::i,:iiThe gas pressure points show the characteristic of most such

measurements. Tha_! _, the gas pressure difference initially rises rapidly from zero until

it reaches a value _qual to the weight of the bed per unit are_ At this point, the gas

pressure difference !is large enough to support the weight of the M and the bed is said

to be _luidized." (Up to this point the bed is said to be =packed.") Further increases in
• I:

velocity ao longer Change the pressure drop. The gas pressure curve gives a useful point

of reference from Which to understand the behavior of the particle pressure curve. (The

_,

_,

',_ l0



reader might note that the behavior of the particle pressure is totally unlike that of the

gas pressure.)

With zero fluidizing gas velocity, the particle pressure is large as the entire bed is

supported only across interparticle contact points. Turning on the gas flow causes a

drop in particle pressure (and a corresponding increase in gas pressure) as progressively

more and more of the bed is supported by fluid forces. The particle pressure reaches a

minimum, at just about the velocity where the bed is fully supported by gas pressure.

Almost immediately after this point, the bed begins to bubble and the particle pressure

begins to rise, presumably due to the agitation of the bed; beyond that point, the

particle pressure seems to asymptote to a constant value when the bed is slugging. The

results of Campbell & Wang (1991) show that, in the fluidized region, the particle

pressure scales with the mean bubble size within the bed and that the asymptote to a

constant value for large fluidlzing gas velocities is explained as the size of the bubbles

becomes limited by the dimensions of the bed.

Figure 2.2.1 compares measurements taken with the new probe to similar

measurements taken with the old. As can be seen, the two measurements are nearly

identical. The major deviation between the two measurements occurs when the bed is

packed. The results of Campbell & Wang (1991) showed that the particle pressures

measured in the packed bed region were dependent on the structure of the bed and that

changing the structure (e.g. by tapping the walls and forcing the bed to settle) strongly

altered the particle pressure measurement. As both measurements, shown in Figure

2.2.1, could not be taken at exactly the same time, we could not guarantee the same

structure in the packed bed and, consequently, exact agreement of the results in the

packed bed region should not be expected. The important observation to be made from

this figure is that the two measurement_ are nearly identical in the fluidized region.

But remember that the purpose of this new probe was to allow better resolution of

temporal events, not to make time averaged measurements. When the bed is fluidized,

Campbell & Wang (1991) found that the majority of the particle pressure is

attributable to the passage of bubbles. Consequently, the actual particle pressure cannot

be uniform, but, instead, must be applied in an unsteady manner as the bubble crosses

the surface of the probe. With thin in mind, Figua'e 2.2.2 shows measurements of the

instantaneous particle pressures measured on the sidewalls of the bed. Figure 2.2.2a

shows that the particle pressures measured just beyond minimum fluidization are nearly

_

11



uniform with time. However, the unsteady manner in which the particle pressure is

applied is very apparent when the bed is freely bubbling (Figure 2.2.2b). Finally, when

the bed is slugging, it can be seen that the particle pressure is applied in tall sharp

peaks which are of, surplisingly, short duration (of the order of several milliseconds).

12
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3.0 PARTICLE PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS AROUND SINGLE BUBBLES

IN A TWO-DIMENSIONAL GAS-FLUIDIZED BED

The results of Campbell and Wang (199_) indicate that particle pressures,

measured along the side wall of a gas-fluidized bed, are primarily generated by the

p_,ssage of bubbles. The primary evidence lies in the observation that +_heaverage values

of the particle pressure scales with the equivalent diameter of bubbles. However, the

pressure obviously cannot be uniform across the bed. In particular, the particle pressure

must go to zero in the particle-free region inside the bubble. Furthermore, the side wall

of the bed may be a peculiar region as the particles pushed aside by the passage of a

bubble cannot cross the wall, and therefore, the walls must affect the bubble ,.notion in

their immediate neighborhood.

The easiest way to dcterminc the distribution of the paz_ticles pressure around a

bubble is to perform the experiment in a _two-dimensional" fluidized bed. This is

term used to describe beds that are extremely thin in one dimension. In such a

situation, bubbles span the small breadth of the bed so that it is possible to make a

measurement of the particle pressure across a bubble without actually in_rting a probe

in the bed. The position of bubbles may be localized by artificiMly iniecting bubbl,,.s

into a bed held near minimum fluidization.

Figure3.0.1isa schematicofthe two-dimensionalbed we have builtin thelast

year.The testsectionis60" high,18" wide,but onlyI"deep.ltisfedby an airsupply

systemthatpassesairthrougha teninch]_ackedbed and two oftheBuckbee-Mears(2-

2-8)70#m etchedscreenstoasstteea uniformairflow.The airflowissetsothatthebed

isatminimum fluidizationconditions.Then bubblesmay be injectedthrougha porous

platecoveredport,located9 inchesabovethe distcibutor.The bubbleinjectorconsists

of a seriesof'plenums which are pressurizedthrough• precisionpressureregulator.

Firinga solenoidvalvea_aitsthe additionalsirto dischargeintothe bed,causinga

bubble to form.Differentplenum pressureswilldischargedifferentquantitiesof gas.

This systemallowstheinjectionofbubblesofrepeatablesize.Finally16portsarecut

into the face of the channel to admit the particle pressure transducers. The ports are

configured in 4 fines of 4, spaced at 6 inch intervals above the injection port. In each

Line, the ports are spaced 2 inches apart, spanning the area from the center of the bed to

: one wail. Four particle pressure probes, of the type described in the last section have

bees built and may be inserted in any of the. ports.

14
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Even_uMly, we plan to use au image processing system to locate the bubble relative

to the probes and to evaluate its size. With time traces of the particle pressure and

precise knowledge of the bubble location and size, it will be possible to trace the

distribution of particle pressure about the bubble. (However, as the bubble size will

increas_ as it rises, there is an implicit _sumption in this description that the particle

pressure distribution scales with the bubble size. This can easily be checked by making

the measurement around bubbles of several sizes, but, as Campbell & Wang (1991)

show that the average particle pressures scale with bubble size, it would be surprising if

the same were not true for the instantaneous measurements.) We have held off

pm'chasing the equipment as significantly improved products are becoming available

• and mi&ht as well be waited for, as, with all of the construction, we have had no time to

develop the image processing software. We have been waiting for the introduction of the

a Data Translation 3851 frame g,rabber that is available with 8MB of memory, sufficient

to hold 1 second of acquired images, before dumping to disk. This will allow a high

spatial resolution of the bubble location and size. A software package available from the

same source, Global Lab Image contains routines that evaluate the center of gravity and

area of the bubble - exactly the information needed. ?.'he board has actually been

" available for a few months, however, the support software will not be available until

September. In the meantime, a new board that performs similar functions, with

software available, has recently become available from Imaging Technologies and we are

awaiting further information before making a final decision.

However, it is possible to obtain the approximate position of a bubble from the

local change in the ga_ pressure. Such changes have been predicted by many analysts. In

particular, one of the earliest studies, Davidson (1961), has also proven to be one of the

most successful in predicting the gas-pressure distribution. Littman & Hohnolka (1970)

have used the unique gas pressure signature as a way of locating bubbles and

determining their rise velocities. Now, the gas pressure changes caused by the passage of

a bubble are small, and we do not currently have any pressure transducers that can

accurately resolve the pressure. However, the measurements we can make are sufficient

to localize the bubble.

Figure 3.0.2 shows preliminary particle pressure measurements performed on the

two-dimensional bed filled with 0.5 mm glassbeads. All four measurements are taken

from probes mounted in the ports located 18 inches above the bubble injector. Each plot

16
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is marked with an ordered pair of the form (n,18) where n is the distance from the bed

centerline and 18 represents the height above the bubble injector (i.e. (0,18) is the probe

mounted in the center of the bed, (2,18) is the probe mounted 2 inches off the

centerline, and so on). An eyeball estimate gives the size of the bubble as 5-6 inches;

thus the (0,18) probe passes through the bed center, the (2,18) probe may only become

uncovered during the middle of the bubble passage, while the other two probes, (4,18)

and (6,18) are completely immersed in the bed throughout the experiment. The particle

pressures are plotted as a function of time and are marked with lines that show the

front and the rear of the bubble (as determined from the gas-pressure distribution). The

most interesting part of this figure is that the particle pressures are largely generated in

the particle wake. Particle pressures upstream of the bubble are small (this would be

expected from the results of Campbell & Wang (1991) which show that the particle

pressures are insignificant around minimum fluidization). This is consistent with forces

measured on tubes that were presented by Professor Roland Cliff at the rUTAM

Symposium on the Mechanics of Fluidized Beds, held at Stanford last summer, which

also so that the largest stresses appear in the wake. More interesting though, is that the

largest magnitudes of the particle pressure are measured by the (4,18) probe which is

mounted just outside the region through which the bubble passes, although it dies off

quickly by the time it haz reached the (6,18) probe. These are very interesting results

and will be verified and studied in much greater detail.

18



4.0 PARTICLE PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS IN WATER FLUIDIZED BEDS

Similar measurements may be made in a bed which is fluidized by water rather

than gas. Unlike gas fluidized beds, liquid fluidized beds do not bubble, even though

they' are unstable and exhibit density waves that have often been speculated, though

never observed, to grow into bubbles. While, there are limited industrial applications of

liquid fluidized beds, they have been widely studied as a way of understanding the

stability of the beds. As such, the particle pressures measured therein are of particularg

importance as the particle pressure is the most frequently employed mechanism to

explain the apparent stability (see, for example, Batchelor (1988), Garg & Pritchet

(1975) and Mutsers & Rietema (1977)). In general, such studies indicate that if the

particle mass behave somewhat elastic:_lly, i.e. if the particle pressure increases as the

void fraction is reduced and thus puts up resistance to void fraction changes, the be.d

might be stable. As liquid beds are more stable than their gas-fluidized counterparts,

the particle-pressure measurements may demonstrate any such elastic behavior and thus

help understand whether any such mechanism is active.

The liquid fluidized bed is shown schematically in Figure 4.1.1. The system will be

fed water by a system of three positive displacement gear pumps that may be used

: separately or collectively to allow fine control of the superficial velocity of _he fluid. To

control the flow rate, the speed of the pump drive motors is controlled by an AC

variable frequency inverter. The flowrate is monitored by a vortex flowmeter and,

again, the flow may be diverted through rotameters, to monitor the small flowrates for

which the vortex flowmeter does not operate accurately. To provide a uniform velocity

- field inside the bed, the flow is passed through a 10 inch long packed p_rticle bed

composed of 0.5mm glassY.ads which is topped by several layers of fine screens. The

same etched screens, Buckbee-Meazs Precision Etched Products Group (model #2-2-8),

that are used for the diaphragm of the particle pressure probe, are used here. After

passing through the fluidized bed, the water is passed through a second short packed-i

bed, composed of lmm glassbeads, before being collected at a plenum at the top of the

channel and returned through the pump. This second packed bed is used to eliminate

: any upstream disturbances in the flow that might be induced by the pleuum. Eight

valves guide the path of the water flow through the control system. By the proper

: setting of the valves, the pumps may be used to circulate water through the bed in the

standard manner, fill the bed, empty the bed, purge trapped air, or direct the flow

through any of the three flowmeters.

_
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Figu_ 4.0.1: Schematic of the liquid fluidized _

The particle pressure probe used in these _uts _1l be essentially the same

as that shown in Figure 2.1.1. The major di_erence is that the gap behind the

diaphragm will be filled with water instead of air_!Due l_othe relatively small resistance

of the water, the capacitance probe used to me_ • the displacement of the diaphragm

cannot be used in the liquid fluidiz_,d bed. Our _,!t attempt to solve this problem was
to use the resistance of the water between an _ _rode (located at roughly the same

i iposition of the capacita-ce probe shown in F gure_;|il.1) and the diaphragm to make the

same measurement. The electrode/diapbx t formed one leg of a resistance

bridge. The bridge was excited with a high __cy AC signal from a Day, tonics

straingauge signalconditioner;the AC __ ':1')_''__ _e W_ moleculesfrom

becomingpolarizedand biasingthemeasurement!{R was understood,when tkisproject

was st_-'ted, that this would be a dit_tlt m__ent as changes in the conductivity

ofthe testfluid,due totemperaturechangesorthe presenc_ofimpurities,would alter

the measurement.Thisrequiresthstthecondu_ty ofthe fluidbe monitoredduring
the measurement - an extremely_wkward pr_. Even so, itwas difficulttoget a

repeatable calibration. "_'_:;,._:

Recently,we becazneawareofa new kindo£:_placementtransducerthatmonitors
L
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Figure 4.0.2: Preliminary particle pressure measurements made on 1.0mm glassbeads _'
in, _, w&ter fltdd_zed

the eddy currents generated in ferrous materials. As the eddy currents are relativ_y ::_,i:;;;

independent of the conductivity of the surrounding fluid, this device can be used in a ;ii_,_

wate_ environment. The sensor ismanufactured by KeyenceCo,rp. We are using a AH- _:!?'ii!!°'_
305 sensor head and a AS-440-01 controller. ,._

We are still evaluating the use of this sensor and the proper constmctioa of a probe _];_

to make measurements in liquid fluidized beds. Difficulties a_ from the extremely _:_(_i
small values of the particle pressures _.uerated in liquid flui_ beds, which, _

unfortunately, were unknown at the time that we started this work. The sensitivity of
•_'_

the particle pressure probe depends on the area of the diaphragm and the degree to ili,!I
which the diaphragm is tensioned. The current version of the sensor has a 1 inch ,!i'_,i;_

diameter diaphragm and the diaphragm is as loose as we feel to be prudent. (The ,:,,

tension of the diaphragm cannot be indef_zitely relaxed as it is the tension that applies

the restoring force that resists the particle pressure.) It has a resolution of about (

2.0mmH20. ,

We have t_sted this probe on both 0.Smm and 1.Omre glassbeads in _ water
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fluidized bed. Unf_ _netely, this is not sufficient to resolve the part:[cle pressures

generated when the! _ is fluidized. Figure 4.0.2 shows the measured particle pressures

exerted on the sid_ _all of a water-fluidized bed by a bed composed of 1.0mm,q _j:-

glassbeads. Reasong _ large pressures axe exerted when the bed is packed. These drop

dramatically to zer_ tthe _tual numbers are somewhat smaller than 1.0mm of water,

well below the resol_:ion limit of the probe) as soon as the bed becomes fluidized. No
noticeable change _:be observed thereafter. While ali this is going on, the particles in

the bed are noticeab_ agitated so that particle pressures should be generated. (Also, the

bed has expanded _m a void fraction of about 0..44 to a value of about 0.69.) Note

that the same kin_ of hysteresis between the particle pressures measured with

increasing velocity _id decreasing velocity when the bed is packed, as was observed in

gas fluidized beds by iCampbell & Wang (1991).

As this report _iilbeingwritten, the probe is being modified to be more responsive .
i!i .

to small pressures y increasing the diameter of the diaphragm. The ports in the

current bed will _t a diaphragra of nearly 2 inches in diameter. This should be

appro×imately four._ines as sensitive as the current probe. But the problem with using

a larger diaphragm ii?Nthat it increases the pressure difference between the top and

bottom of the pro_i_i this encourages the fluid to bypass the packed bed and travel

through the gap be_d the probe, possibly biasing the measurement. Tiffs problem can

be p_'tially avoid_y realizing that the diaphragm will deform into a circular arc;

thus the gap behin_he diaphragm need not be of constant depth, but may follow the

shape of the defo_ diaphragm. Such an arc would have such a large ra6Lius of

curvature theft it wO_d be nearly impossible to machine. (As the gap is approximately
• *_/ 't • ,

0.005m deep, the r_us_;,,of curvature for a sphencal cap shaped gap, 1 rech across,
:!r_:;i.....

would have to be a_rommately 100 m.) Instead the gap will be cut into the shape of

concentric circular _s, which will yield approximately the same resistance to flow, -

but "bemuch e_ier _! machine.
•,,:_,i,-j

The finM as_ of the liquid fluidized bed research will be to build a two

dimensional bed si_l_ to that used to make instability measurements by Didiwania &
O "

H msy (1981). As _ii'.tl_.atstudy, density waves may be measured and observed from the
light attenuagion t_ugh the bed. In this case, we hope to make density maps using the

same image proce_s_g system that was described _n the last section. The goal was to
:,'_:,._,

try and relate the;i_particle pressures generated to the magnitude and speed of the

instability. At tt_.!_:itime we have evaluated the light attenuation mechanism and
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performed a rough calibration. We had been holding off on the final construction until

the problems with the particle pressure probe had been resolved, but have changed our

minds and are currently constructing the bed. This will allow us, in the meantime, to

get some experience with the density measurements.

/

l
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5.0 CC_MPUTER SIMULatION OF HOPPER FLOW

Soon after the propos_iIor this project was accepted, we received an unexpected
offer for supercomputer ti_ at the NERSC center in Livermore. While there was no
direct need for supercorap_er time fox' _,he particle pressure project, there were many

related problems that COUI_iLbenefit _om the offer. In particular, the P.I. has a great

deal of experience in co:mp_er simulation of granular flows. Recently, the capability in

this area has grown tc, tl_* point that large scale systems might be simulated. For
example, the P.I. has simulated landslide-like events in two-dimensions that are

comprised of up to 1,00),001_/_particles.

One such problem th_ has long gone unexplained and unstudied is the unsteady

nature of the flow and thei ,rmation of rup_,,t_e zones in two-dimensional hoppers that

were observed by Blair Fisi _& Bransby (1973) and Lee, Cowin & Templeton (1974). In

a plane hopper, the flow i_ _ot symmetric about the center but alternates_ first flowing

along one wall and them a f0ng the other. Furthermore, this unsteadiness is associated

with periodic fluctuations _i the stresses exerted along the sloping walls of the hopper.

When examined by x-raYi!ii!it_was discovered that rupture zones of slightly reduced

particle concentrations, tM_g roughly the shape of circular arcs, form behind the

flowing section at the cor_ _r between the bin and the hopper. (The concentration in
these

rupture zones w_s r_ ,_ced enough so that they showed up in the x-rays, but, as
the zones moved with the low, was clearly still large enough that the particles were

still in contact wit]h o_ ! another.) These observations have largely remained

unexplained curiositie_ the publication of those two papers.

Such observations :perfect t_r_ets for the technique of computer simulation.

Computer simulatio_,s granular flow are descendants of molecular dynamics

calculations in which within a mechanical system of particles is followed

exactly as i_ moves _ud with its neighbors. The simulations d,pend only on

models for the individual properties and the ways in which the particles interact

with each other and_ theii_boundaries of the system_ and hence may be considered

idealized experiments pedormed on idealized materials. Computer simulation has

played a valuable role _ the development of granular flow understanding because

]_terally everything i..s knO_ about the simulated systems. In contrast, experimental
i_!,J . .

studies are hampere_ by _igeneral lack of instrumentation and experimental strate_s

for performing work in a dense, abrasive medium that does not take well to intrusive
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Figure 5.0.1: Two snapshots from a small scale test of the hopper flow simulation; the
unsteady behavior, i.e. moving on one side and th_ the oth_, can be seen from the
shape of the free surface at the top and from the deformation of internal lines of _dyed"
particles,

probing. Thus, r_,c_t detailed measurements of density and temperature profiles and

stress tensors come from computer simulation rather than ¢llrect experiments. The

computersimulationfieldhasbeenreviewedby Campbell (1986) and Walton (1986).

The simulationtechniqueusedisthe softparticle method for granular flows (see

the:eviewofsimulationtechniquesby Campbell (1986)).Here,asinalldiscretemodel

computer simulations, the trajectory of every particle _._followed exactly as it interacts

withtheotherparticleswithwhich itcomes intocontact.Each interparticlecontactis

modeled as a springand dsshpotin the normal dizectionand a springand surface

frictioninthe tangentialdirection.The sprinssprovidea restoringforcetopush the

particlesurfacesapart (which,naturally,disappearsas soon as the particleslose

contact)and a combinationof the dashpotand surfacefrictiondissipatesome ofShe

kineticenergyoftheparticlesand accountforthecollisionalinelasticity.(Itiseasyto

show that a constantda.shpotcoefficientisequivalentto s constantcoefficientof

restitutionfora binarycollision.)A softparticlesimulationmay be thoughtofas the

simultaneousnumericalintegrationof Ml the equationsof motion thatdescribethe
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Figure 5.0.2: (_)The averagevelocityfieldinsidethehopper.The lengthofthelines
isproportionaltothevelocityand theydirectiono£thelocalvelocity.(b)The Averse
stressfield.The lengthsand orientationsof the crossesreflectthoseofthe principle
stresses.

translationand rotationofallthe particlesinthe system.For an equationofmotion,,

the integrationismade with respectto time and the time-stepof the numerical

integrationis the time incrementat which the simulationproceeds.Each particle

responds to an omnipresentdownward-pointing_avitationalforce as wellas forces

appliedthroughcontactswithotherparticles.The spring/dashpotusedto model the

contact requi_es typically 20-50 timesteps to accurately calculate each contact, requiring

thesimulationtoproceedextremelyslowly.

Some snapshotsof the computer simulationare shown in Figure5.0.1.The

simulatedsituationconsistsofa verticalbin connectedto a hopperof30"(measured

&ore thevertical)wallangle.Thisisa two-dimensionalsimulationand theparticlesare

two-dimensionaldiscs;thisisdone as,withouthavingto_ out the thirddimension,

fewerparticlesarerequiredtosimulatelargersystems. These fi_res were taken from a

testperformedon a desktopworkstation,usingapproximately7,000particles.(We have

justrecentlymoved the problem to _ Cray and are awaitingthe firstresults.)The
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unsteady nature cf the _arge,:_:_ can be observed from the deformation of the lines of
"dyed" particles, but is more easily seen from the waviness of the frl_ surface. Note,

that no concentration red_tion is noticeable in these figures. But, as was noted above,

the actual reduction app_t m the x-rays, must be small indeed as the particles never

lose contact; this would _t the actual concentration change to a few percent or less.
(Neither Lee et al. (1974) or Blair-Fish & Bransby (1973), calibrate their x-ray

measurements to the con_tration and, consequently, no quantitative evaluation of the
,/i

change is available.) ii:_

But the great advau_ge of the computer simulation tectm_que is that it permits
O '*the evaluation of pr pertl_ that are generally inaccessible to ordinary experimental

techniques, Two examples:are shown in Figure 5°0.2. Figure 5.0.2a shows measurements

of the average velocity _ the particles. (These were taken from a simulation that

differed from that shown !n Figure 5.0.1, in that the particles are recycled through the
control volume in order to achieve a steady state situation in which the hopper does

not empty. I.e. when a p_ticle passes through the hopper open£ug, we feed it back in

the top of the hopper.) The velocities are averaged over all the particles in small regions

aud are plotted ag a si_ vector emerging from the center of the averaging volume,

pointing in the direction ¢_:motion, with a length proportional to the average velocity.

Figure 5.0.2b shows i:ithe average streas distribution in the sa.,me hopper. Again,

these stresses a_e averag_ _over small volumes. What we have plotted here are crosse_

that represent the princip|e stresses; the length of the fines represent the magnitude of

the principle stresses a_ud;the orientation of the cross reflects the. orientation of the

principle stresses. Notice that the stresses go to zero near the e_it. Far above the

opening, one expects th_ the material is in static equilibrium; i.e. the flow is not

accelerating and the inter:al stresses e_actly balance the gravitational forces. However,
somewhere near the o_g, the stresses must go to zero leaving the particles in near

free-fall. ::!!i_,

The main purpose MI the average velocity and stress distribution is to provide a

baseline _h which inst antaueou_ values - those that reflect the unsteady nature of the

flow. might be compa_: We speculate that the appearance of rupture zones is related

to au unsteady ma,uner by:which the internal stress state is relaxed, from its static value

to zero ne_r the opening.
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